
  

 

    The 15th Offshore Asian Pacific Conference（OAP 2018） 

It is with great privilege that I welcome you all to the 15th Offshore Asia-Pacific 

Conference in Kuala Lumpur on the 15th-16th January.  

About Conference 

Aiming to focus on the dynamic offshore E&P activities and opportunities 

In Asia Pacific，the 15th Offshore Oil and Gas will bring 500+ experts and decision 

makers together from around the world to highlight the latest advancements and 

technologies related the deepwater projects，drilling technologies and floating 

production market.Kindly join the event which is highly recognized for its unique 

working opportunities,eminent speakers and an expanded program which Offers 

topics covering the whole chain and highlights the cooperation opportunities. 

Whilst there are still numerous challenges to be faced, we enter 2018 with a cautious 

optimism. The 15th Offshore Asia-Pacific Conference will undoubtedly be an 

excellent venue to discuss the future of our industry and I certainly look forward to 

hearing your views over the course of the event.   

The speaker from Pertamina said:It was a well-organized conference with impressive 

event contents. The communications and visits were quite helpful. 

The speaker from Petronas said:It is a good place to have new information for 

deepwater technology.Good presentations and the organizer did a great job. 

The speaker from Chevron said:Well organized and interesting speech, this is a good 

platform for us to develop deepwater business. Overall the event is useful. 

The speaker from ENI said:This Deepwater Summit was successful to establish our 

Network in Asia Pacific. We made key contact with decision makers. 

 

 The 15th Offshore Asian Pacific Conference（OAP 2018）will be held on Jan 

15th-16th in Kuala Lumpur，Malaysia. 

 

 



Contact: 

Business: 

Ben Zeng 

Tel:+86 21 6840 7631*8052 

Mobile:+86 135 2497 6079 

Email:Benz@cdmc.org.cn 

 

Sponsor: 

Sandy Li 

Tel:+86 21 6840 7631*8147 

Mobile:+86 132 6295 8326 

Email:sandyl@cdmc.org.cn 

 

Speaker: 

James KAI 

Tel:+86 21 6840 7631*8066 

Email:jamesc@cdmc.org.cn 
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